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Charming Traditional ‘C’ Listed Two Bedroomed

Cottage with External Courtyard

OFFERS OVER

£140,000

27 DON STREET, OLD ABERDEEN, ABERDEEN, AB24 1UH
Charming Traditional ‘C’ Listed Two Bedroomed Cottage with External Courtyard

Accommodation Overview
Hall,

Lounge,

Bathroom.

Dining

Kitchen,

Double

First Floor: Master Bedroom.

Bedroom,
External

Courtyard.
Exuding charm and character, rarely does the opportunity
arise to purchase such a lovely property as this traditional
two bedroomed cottage with external courtyard set in the
heart of historic ‘Old Aberdeen’. Enjoying traditional wooden
flooring and interior doors along with multi-pane windows
and a wood burning stove, the subjects also enjoy gas fired

central heating.

Upon entering the welcoming hallway

traditional doors give access to a lovely lounge which in turn
leads to the kitchen which is exceptionally light and airy with
a large ceiling window and glazed door to the courtyard
providing continuous living from indoor to out. There is a
double bedroom on the ground floor along with a bathroom
and the spacious master bedroom on the first floor enjoys
built-in storage. Set on a quaint cobbled street, this is a
delightful property of which viewing is essential to appreciate
fully the character and atmosphere within. The discerning
buyer will not be disappointed!

OFFERS OVER

£140,000

Hall

Dining Kitchen

Bathroom

1.82m x 1.52m (7’1” x 4’11”) approx.

3.54m x 3.30m (11’7” x 10’9”) approx. at longest and

2.35m x 2.07m (7’8” x 6’9”) approx.

Entered from a wooden door with opaque glazed panels, this inviting
hallway has traditional panelled style doors and facia to the lounge
and bedroom. There is a traditional style brass ceiling light and a
wooden ‘paddle’ staircase rises to the upper floor. There is a meter
cupboard and neutral décor along with tiled flooring.

widest

Accessed from the kitchen and fitted with a white suite comprising of
a pedestal wash hand basin, w.c., and a three quarter sized bath with
mains thermostatic shower, shower curtain and rail and white
‘sparkle’ aqua panelling. There is a heated towel radiator, a mirrored
cabinet and an opaque window to the rear drawing in natural light.
Double wooden doors open to a deep utility store which houses the
Worcester Bosch combination boiler and the washing machine which
will remain. The store has a light and shelving.

Lounge
4.05m x 3.55m (13’3” x 11’7”) approx.
Enjoying a cosy atmosphere the red brick fireplace with wooden
mantel, stone hearth and wood burning stove creates a lovely focal
point. With traditional flooring, deep traditional wooden skirting and
neutral décor. There are ceiling downlighters operated on a dimmer
and natural light is afforded by the pretty multi-paned deep silled
window with cupboards below. A traditional panelled door gives
access to a further built-in cupboard with shelving. Wooden door with
opaque glazed panels to:

Exceptionally bright and airy with a large ceiling window drawing in
natural light from above and a tall uPVC glazed door and side panel
open to the courtyard providing continuous living from indoor to out.
With neutral décor and slate floor tiles, there are a range of built-in
base units incorporating drawer units, contrasting worktops with
splashback tiling and high level glazed wall units. There is a stainless
steel sink with drainer and an integrated fan assisted oven, gas hob
and extractor hood. There is a traditional style radiator and ceiling
lights operated on a dimmer switch. The upright fridge/freezer and
microwave will remain, along with the table and chairs.

Bedroom 2
3.17m x 2.04m (10’4” x 6’8”) approx.
With a window overlooking the courtyard this double bedroom has
neutral décor, traditional wooden flooring and a ceiling lie-in. There is
a traditional style radiator and deep traditional wooden skirting.

Master Bedroom
5.46m x 2.71m (17’11” x 8’10”) approx.
Accessed from a wooden ‘paddle’ staircase this lovely master suite is
spacious and enjoys traditional wooden flooring, neutral décor and a
range of built-in cupboards providing hanging storage with attractive
wooden doors and decorative door knobs. There is a feature red
brick wall below which is a deep sill and two velux windows to the rear
enjoy a lovely outlook over the surrounding gardens. There is ample
space for freestanding bedroom furniture. Tall wall mirror.

Outside

Notes

Viewing

The wooden decked courtyard is fully enclosed with a feature
traditional wall, lighting and the bench and table and well stocked
plant pots will remain. This is a lovely private outdoor seating area
with a westerly aspect ideal for relaxing.

Gas fired central heating with Worcester Bosch combination boiler.
Some single glazed traditional windows, timber framed double glazed
windows and a uPVC window and glazed door to rear. EPC=D. All
fitted floor coverings, blinds, light fittings, integrated and freestanding
kitchen appliances are included in the sale. Many large items of
furniture and some smaller household items can be included in the
sale if required upon request.

Please telephone the Selling Agent’s Aberdeen office.

Location
Old Aberdeen is mainly a conservation area, steeped in history with
beautiful cobbled streets and grand town houses along with quaint
cottages. The University heartland, the city centre is only a short
distance away and there are many local amenities and shops nearby
including Aberdeen Sport Village. Aberdeen’s Beach Promenade
with its coastal walks alongside a retail park, cinemas and restaurants
is also nearby. Regular public transport to many parts of the city is
readily available and the subjects enjoy easy access to the hospital
complex at Foresterhill and to Aberdeen airport. Seaton Park with its
wide open spaces and lovely riverside walks along the Don are close
by, along with the Cruickshank Botanic Gardens.
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